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ABSTRA T

Relative sensitivity factors @SF) were deterrnined for lqAu and 1e8R in some common sulfide minerals using a CAMECA
MS-4f ion microprobe. Sulfides implanted with ItAu and le8Pt were sputtered using a Cs+ primary bearn, and negative
secondary ions were measured. Mass interferences were eliminated by operating in a high-6sss-resolution mode
(n/ m=2,000),givingrisetoaverageminimumdetection-levelsrangingfrom0.013 to0.223ppmw.TheRSFvaluesforleTAu
are 3.84 x 1018 cm-3 t 9.77o (monoclinic pyrrhotite), 2.67 x 1,0\e7m+ *. I2.0Eo (pyriGl, 3.69 x 1018 cm3 x,29.2/o
(chalcopyrite), a1d for re8Pt, 1.35 x 10re cnra *,7.4Vo (chalcopyrite), 1.51 x 101e cma x. l2.3Vo (monoclinic pyrrhotite), and
9.21 x 1018 cma t 38,l%o (pentlandite). In all cases, the reference matrix mass used for the RSF calculationJ was 56Fe. The
higher lrAu RSF values for pyrite, compared to chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite, are atributed, io part, to a larger quantity of
elechonegative species in py'ite, which tends to inhibit the amount of Au- emitted.

Keywords: relative sensitivity factors, secondary-ion mass spectrometry, gold platinum, sulfides, minimum detection-levels.

SoMtr{ens

Nous avons d6termin6 des facteurs de sensibilitd relative pour les isotopes trz6o et 1e8Pt dans les sulires courants au moyen
d'une microsonde ionique CAMECA MS-4f. Ces sulfires, dans lesquels ont 6t6 implant6s les deux isotopes, ont 6td balayes
avec un faisceau d'ions Cs+ primaires, et la quantitd d'ions secondaires ndgatifs 6mis a 6t6 nesurde. Nous avons pu 6liminer les
interfdrences massiques en utilisant le mode de r6solution 6lev6e des masses (m/Am = 2,000), ce qui nous a permis d'atteindre
un seuil de ddtection minimum moyen entre 0.013 et 0.223 ppmw. Les valeurs du facteur de sensibilitd relative pour I'isotope
lrAu sont 3.84 x 1018 cma x.9,74o (pynhotite monoclinique), 2.67 x l}te cma x, 12.07o (Irydte), 3.69 x 1018 cm-3 x,29,i%o
(chalcopyrite), etpour.l'isotope re8Pq 1.35 x 10re cm-3 x,7.47o (chalcopfite), 1.51 x 101e cm-3 x. l2,3Vo (pyrrhotitemono-
clinique), et 9.21 x 1018 cm-3 x, 38.7Vo (pentlandite). Dans tous les cas, la masse de la matrice de r6f6rence utilisde dans les
calculs du facteur de sensibilitd relative 6tait 56Fe. ks valeurs plus 6lev6es du facteur pour ltAu dans la pynte, compar6e I la
chalcopyrite ou la pyrrhotite, seraient dues, en partie, h la plus grande quantit6 dans la pyrite d'est'ces 6lecton6gatives, qui ont
tendance I attdnuer la proportion dlons Au- 6mis.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cMs: facteua de sensibilitd relative, spectrom6trie de masse des ions secondaires, or, platine, sulfires, seuil de d6tection.

hnnonucnoN

The use ofmicrobeam analytical techniques for the
determination of the concenhation of fface elements
and their distribution in minerals has increased over the
last three decades. Since the arrival of the first genera-
tion ofelectron-probe micro-analyzers, the number and
variety of techniques available to the analyst have
increased significantly. Today, it is possible to comple-
ment data obtained from elecffon-beam spectroscopies,
e.9., elecfton-probe micro-analysis (EPMA), electron-
energy-loss spectoscopy (EELS), with that obtained

from proton-beam spectroscopies (particle-induced
X-ray excitation, PIXE), gamma-ray spectoscopy
(Mtissbauer spectroscopy) and ion-beam spectro-
mefries (accelerator mass spectrometry, AMS, and
secondary-ion mass specfrometry, SMS), with each
technique having advantages and disadvantages. Of
these techniques, SIMS has especially grown in its
variety of applications. Minimum limits of detection of
less than one part per million by weight (ppmw), deptl-
profiling capabilities pernitting the detection of buried
inclusions, the ability to determine isotope abundances,
and the possibility of imaging the specimen with any
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desired secondary ion to produce maps of element
distribution all make SIMS a very attractive and
powerful analytical technique to investigate problems
in the mineralogical sciences. Reed (1989) has
reviewed the application of SIMS in geology, and a
large body of literature exists in its application for the
determination of trace concentrations of precious
metals in various minerals (Mclntyre et al. L984,
Chryssoulis et aI.1986,1989, Cabri et al.1989,1997,
Chryssoulis & Cabri 1990, Cook & Chryssoulis 1990,
Fleet et al. 1993, Neumayr et al. L993, Ripley &
Chryssoulis 1994, Larocque et al. l995ub).

Unfortunately, the quantification of SMS data can
be hindered by several complicating factors. These
include matrix effects. which refer to differences in
sensitivity for a given element in samples of different
composition resulting {iom changes in ionization effi-
ciency and sputtering yield, as well as variations in
instrument parameters and ion-collection efflciencies.

In order to account for matrix effects. the use of
relative sensitivity factors (RSFI has been adopted for
the quantification of SIMS data. The RSF is a multi-
plying factor used to convert the experimentally
measured ion count-rate to atom density, and is unique
to the sample matrix, operating conditions and choice
of calibrating matrix-mass. It is defined in Equation 1
(Wilson et al. L989, for example), in which the term
"impurity" refers to the trace element to be measured:

p, = {I-. RSF (Eq.1)

where p' is the density of the impurity atom in atoms
cm-t, L is the measured count-rate for the impurity
secondary ion, and I. is the measured count-rate for a
selected secondarv ion from the matrix. The RSF has
units of atoms.cm-3, and not only accounts for
differences in rates of sputtering, but is also a relative
mea$ure of the ionization probability of a given
element in a specific matrix.

RSF values may be deterrnined through the use of
standards, which can be prepared in two ways. In the
first method, a series of standards are prepared by
doping the matrix with the element to be measured.
Calibration curves relating the counts of the secondary
ion of the unknown to a selected species of secondary
ion in the matrix are then drawn.Mclntyre et aI. (1984)
used this approach to prepare standards of silver- and
indium-doped ZnS and PbS in order to determine
levels of Ag and In in natural sphalerite and galena.
Although applicable in that particular study, this
method has several disadvantages. For example,
limitations due to solubility and melting temperature
may prevent the doping of certain elements in given
matrices to the desired levels of concentration.
Furthermore, the achievement of a homogeneous
disribution of the dopant may prove difftcult.

Fortunately, ion implantation can be used to
incorporate a known amount of an element into the

near-surface region of a sample. Therefore, the produc-
tion of SMS standards of almost any element doped
into any marix is possible (Irta & Morrison 1980). In
the ion-implantation process, an ion beam of the
desired dopant is created, mass-filtered and accelerated
to a specified energy toward the matrix to be im-
planted. Typically, the energy is a few hundred keV,
but for heavier masses such as Au and p1, highg1
energies are required to obtain a usefirl distribution
with depth. This results in an implantation of the
ions into the near-surface region of the specimen. By
rastering the implantation beam, a uniform distribution
of the dopant in the lateral dimensions is ensured. The
current delivered to a selected area of the sample can
be measured and used to confrol the implant fluence.
The concenftation of the implanted atoms varies with
the depth of the implant and typica[y resembles a
Gaussian distribution. The shape of the implant disfti-
bution can be monitored to ensure that the implanted
species, rather than an interfering mass, is being moni-
tored. Therefore, by comparing the integrated signal of
an ion with the total implaut fluenceo an RSF can be
calculated 161 fts im.planted species, with respect to a
specific matrix, using Equation 2 (Wilson et al. L989,
for example):

RsF = QCLt(dxq-dIbC) .EM/FC (Eq. 2)

where Q is the implant fluence in atoms cm-2, C is
the number of data cycles, I* is the intensity of tle
secondary ions in the matrix in counts s-r, t is the dura-
tion of the analysis in s cycle-i for the impurity species,
d is the crater depth in cm, X! is the sum of the
impurity secondary-ion counts obtained from the depth
profile, 16 is the background secondary-ion intensity of
! in counts cycle*r, and EM/FC is the ratio of the
counting efficiency of the electon multiplier to that
of the Faraday cup.

Although SIMS has been widely used to determine
the concentrations of trace amounts of precious metals
and platinum-group elements in a number of minerals,
RSF values have rarely been reported for ion-
implanted standards in minerals, in confrast to semi-
conducting materials such as Si and GaAs (e.9., Wilson
et al. 1989,1994). Chryssoulis e, al. (1989) derived
calibration curves for 1@Ag implanted into sphalerile,
pyrite, and chalcopyrite. In thal study, an O- primary
beam was used with positive secondary ions, and sFe+

was the matix mass measured. Similar curves were
given for lrAu implanted into pyriie and arsenopyrite
by Chryssoulis et al. (L989).In these studies, negative
secondary ions were detected, and a Cs+ primary beam
was employed. The 33S- signal was used to monitor the
secondary ion counts from the mahix. Neumayr er a/.
(1993) listed RSF values for gold implanted into
arsenopyrite and ltillingite. They used a beam of Cs+
primary ions, and measured negative secondary ions.
The matrix masses measured were S;, FeAs- and
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FeAsS; in arsenopyrite, and FeAs= and FqAs- in
lQ!i"Ctt". Larocque et al. (1995b) give RSF values for
tu/Ag implanted in pynt" using an O| primary beam
and positive secondary ions. The matrix mass
measured in this case was 57Fe36S+.

It is the purpose of this study to expand the current
database of RSF values for precious metals and
platinum-group elements in common ore minerals. In
particular, new RSF data for lrAu implanted in pyrite,
chalcopyrite, and monoclinic pyrrhotite are giveno as
well as RSF values for le8lt implanted into monoclinic
pyrrhotite, pentlandite, and chalcopyrite.

Expnnnarmar Tecnmeurs

Implant standards

Minerals used as ion-implantation standards were
selected from a variety of sources. Ideally, the minerals
should have low concentrations of the element to be
implante{ and consist of monomineralic crystalline
masses larger than the l-cm diameter of the implant
beam. After selection, the minerals were sectioned and
mounted in carbon-loaded 2.5-cm polished sections,
which were examined for integrity using optical
microscopy. Minerals whose stoichiometry was
unknown (e.9., pynhotite) or those known to have
variable composition (e.9., arsenopyrite, ltillingite,
pentlandite) were analyzed using EPMA for major and
minor elements. Bulk assays were done on a represen-
tative quantity of each mins16l, and details are docu-
mented elsewhere (Cabri, Crocket & Gr6goire, in
prep.). The minerals used for implant standards in this
study are listed in Table 1, together with information
on the two standards used by Neumayr et al. (L993).

D et ail s of imp lant ation

Implantation of a fluence of 1 x 1013 cm-2 le8lt
was carried out in the Department of Physics,
Univenity of Western Ontario, using an energy of
1.0 MeV and a current of 2 nA. All implant fluences
were determined as areal densities by measuring
the total charge accumulated on target through a
beam-defining aperture of known area and dividing
by the charge of the ion. The isotopic purity of
the implants was estimated to be better lhan 95Vo
(I.V. Mitchell, pers. comm., 18 Dec., 1992). T\e
accuracy of the leElt ion-implantation fluences was
verified using Rutherford Back-scattering Specfto-
metry (RBS) on equivalently implanted silicon
standards using a 2 MeV aHe+ incident beam. From
these experiments, we determined fhat the implant
fluences, including the uniformity, are accurate to
within approximately t57o (W.N. Lennard, pers.
comm., 24 Oct., 1994).

Tmplantation to a fluence of 2.5 x 1013 cm-2 1e7Au

was canied out in the Physical Chemisty Branch,
Chalk River Laboratories, AECL Research, at an
energy of 1.0 MeV. Fluences were measured by
current integration using a 3.5-cm-diarneter Faraday
cup, which positioned the specimen behind a
circular mask 1.2 cm in diameter (cf Chryssoulis
et al. 1989). The accuracy of the 1e7Au ion-
implantation fluences also was determined using
RBS on a series of five implanted silicon
standards rangmg from 1 x 1014 to 1 x 1015 Au cm-2.
The RBS measuremen8 showed the fit between RBS
and measured dose of current to be accurate to with-
in about *SVo (J.H. Rolston, pers. comm., 10 July,
1992\.

TABLE I. IMPLANTED SIJLFIDE STANDARDS

Implanl* Source Locality EPMATT Bulkassays (ppb)s

reAu areenopyrite
eAu chalcopyrib

ltAu lotlingite
reAu pydte
ttAu pyrrhotite
'*Pt chalcopyrite

tryt pentlandite

!r8pt pynhotite

GSC r,012tr26
GSC r0l2532

GSC /016@4
GSC #012715
GSC #012616
CANMET
collection
Petcr Snadjr

GSC #0t2616

Santa Bulalia, Mcxico
Grube Friedrichwilheln,

Germany
Hebron, Maine, USA
Elba, Italy
Santa Eulali& Mexico
Bruce Mines, Algoma Disricq

Ontario

(FepCo.6.)Ag.eSr.6,
not done

Fe1.6(As1.e1Ss.oe)
not dons
Fq.or$.r
not done

Au: 38
Au:210,40

Au: 12
Atr:2.3,5,9
Au:45,52
Pt: <12

Strathcona mine, d€ep Cu mns (Fer,,Nra.6Coo.or)9.s Pt 16l
(3600L), Ontario
Sann Eulalia, Mexico Fq.o.$.s Fc 43,59

tFluence for reAu = 2.5xl0a aloms/ct'; for P! = l.0xl0! atoms/cnf
t.Details ofbulk assay methodology and analyses are given in Cabli a al. Gn prep)
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Primary Ion Beam and Poluity
Secondary Ion Poluity
Marix Mass Measu€d
Primary Beam Current
Primary Beem Accaleratitrg Voltage
Imp.ct ErFrgy
Field Aperture Diameter
Contrast Diaphra$r Diameter
Rastsr
Imagp Field
Diametet of Analysis Area

TABLE 2. STJMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS to prevent charging. The experimental parameters are
outlined in Table 2.

In order to alleviate the problem of mass inter-
ferences associated with the lrAu and 198P[ masses,
the mass specfiometer was operated under conditions
of high mass-resolution (rn/Am - 2000), which allowed
adequate separation of the masses of interest from
the undesired interferences. Local calibrations of the
magnet were performed using a synthetically prepared
(Fe,ft)eslq sample with a 0,07 wl%o addition of Pt
Mass specta were acquired from this sample, and the
magnet was calibrated on the 1e8p, peak. In order to
ensure that the calib'ration was conect, depth profiles
were subsequently performed whereby the masses
t9ap, trs14 l%Pt and 1e8Pt were monitored. By com-
paring the relative intensities observed and the natural
isotopic abundances, it could be quickly determined
whether or not the calibration was correct. As experi-
ence was gained, the shape of the mass spectrum
around the le8Pt peak was easily recognized and could
be used as a fingerpring thus eliminating the need to
acquire the depth profiles.

Cs*
Negative
$Fs
15G550 nA
t0 kv
14.5 kv
750 pm
zt&pm
250 pm
150 pm
62 pn

SIMS analyses

All work in the present study was performed using
a Cameca IMS4f double-focusing magnetic sector
secondary-ion mass specfrometer. A Cs+ primary ion
beam with qn imFact energy of 14.5 kV was used, and
negative secondary ions were detected. All samples
had been previously coated with a ftia film of carbon

U'
Fz,=o
ct
zo
H

E
ct
z,(:t

lll l6agt

t o 4

10E

1 0 1

to cs "zs"H

toPt

* Fr r*F, 
nto"

loo 1e7 .4  t 97 .e

MASS (amu)

Frc. l. High-mass-resolution spectrum of synthetic (Fe,Pt)9S10, containing O.Ul wLVo Pt, illustrating the separation of the two
interfering masges from that of leh.

tgrT .7 1 9 4 .  O
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Once the magnet had been calibrated correctly,
depth profiles were performed on the implanted
standards. The mass of interest and a second mass
(e.g., s6Fez + 32S) were recorde4 in order to monitor
the system's stability and the integtty of the sample,
with acquisition times typically 1 s cycle-l for the
former and 0.1 s cycle-l for the latter. At the conclusion
of the depth profile, the counts for the matrix mass 56Fe
were measured on the elecffon multiplier, which were
subsequently used for the RSF calculations. Following
the depth profiles, the crater depths were measured
using a Tencor Alpha-Step 200 profilometer. Three
measurements of depth were taken in each direction
across the crater, and an average value was used. The
RSF values were then determined using Equation 2
with the SIMS Instrument Control System software,
version 4.0, from Charles Evans and Associates.

Rrsrnrs

One of the most usefirl results of the present study
was the identification of the 1e8lt fingerprint in the
mass spectrum of the synthetic sample. The recogniz-
able pattem allowed a rapid and correct calibration of
the magnet. An example of such a mass specffum is
shown in Figure l, which clearly shows the separation
of the leElt peak from two interferences, calculated to
be 133CS32S2H and 56F%54Fe16or. Once this triplet of
peaks in the mass spectnrm was identifled" it was a
straightrorward process to calibrate the magnet on the
1e8ft peak The fingerprint in the lryAu region of the
specta of sulfide minerals studied included two lower
mass-interferences, calculated to be 54Fer57Fe32S and
133Cs32S2. A similar mass-spectrum fifgerprint has
been given for teTAu in arsenopyrite (Cabri &

TABLE 3. RsF VALUEII CALCULATED FOR $Fo MATRD( AND MINIMUM
DE]ECTION LIMITS FOR ItAu IMPL{|ITED tN PYRITE

Sossion RSF
(cn')

MDL Sputier Beam
Gpmw) Rato (fue) Cun€ot (DA)

$Fo Matrix
C-ounts

I 2.88xl0re

I 3.l7rl0te

I 2.89xl0re

I 2.84x10re

2 2.95rl0re

2 3.54xl0re

2 2.89rl0te

2 2.83xl0re

2 2.75x'l0te

2 2.8 l0te

, 2.52al0te

3 2.5lxl0re

3 2.94xl0te

3 3.1?rl0re

3 3.06xl0re

4 2.44r'l0te

4 2.70xl0te

5 8.55x10rt

5 l.00x10te

0.170 l l .0

o,zu tt,2
0.199 9.99

0.164 9.9r

0.086 9.73

o.zu 9.63

o.r73 l l . t

0.103 11.3

o.t77 11.3

0.201 ll.5

0.257 9.9t

o.2r2 9.81

o3q 10.3

0.253 tO.2

0.281 10.3

0.346 r0.?

o.2t2 to,1

o,2t7 28.5

o.?22 n,l

166.8

170.5

15t.6

r49.4

150.6

140.1

160.4

158.6

159.7

164.0

tq.5

150.1

t51.3

r54.2

r54.7

t57.1

r57.8

314.1

36t.7

l.51xld

l.63rld

l.4Oxld

1.39r1tr

1.48rld

l.42rld

1.68rld

1.78xld

l.76xld

1.8lxld

3.71rld

2.E7tld

3.56xld

l.72rJe

3.64xld

3.13xld

,.4?l'ld

2.28'.ld

2.55xld

Meaa RSF valus for 19 analyses I = 2.67x10te cm3
s = E.51xl0rE ($andasd dwiatioa for RSF values with population paraseter ta&eo as n-1)

Student t-vsriable with a-l ilegrees of freedom at 95% coafideoce levels hr; = 2.080
i t Lr sA,rn - 2.filxldo t 3.21x10r8

e 2.61\l0tt t l2.o%

MeanMDLi = 0.223
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z.
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6ro
q)

Depth Pnof i le 19hu in Pynnhot l te

Mlnimum Detect ion L imi t  -  1 .66 x  t014 atoms/cm3

=  0 .012  ppmw Au

dnr*nr
o . o o . 5 t . o 1 . 5 e . o

DEPTH (micnometnes)

Fro. 2. Typical depth-profile for rqAu implanted in pyrrhotite. The initial high count-rat€ is attributed to sputtering through the
carbon coating.

TABLE 4. RSF VALUES CALCULATED FoR lFo MATRIX AND MINIMUM
DETECTION UMTTS FOR I'Au IMPI.ANTED IN PYRR}TOTITE

RSF MDL Sputtrer B€am
(cn) (ppnrr) Rde (fus) Cuneot (DA)

$Fs Matrir
Coutrts

I

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4.36xl0rt

3.98xl0rt

4.1'trl0r8

4.0?xl0rt

3.53x10rt

3.47xl0tE

3.64xlOrt

3.2Exl0rt

0.07E

0.019

0.012

0.021

0.054

0.094

0.115

o.129

4t.2

39.0

37.4

t7.o

35.3

34.9

34.9

?4.2

357

M

372

368

l.23xld

l.33rlCl5

1.39rld

r.35xld

2.l1rld

2.l lxld

2.l7xld

2.l9xld

4 l l

410

408

408

Mesa RSF value for 8 analyses i = 3.84x10r8 cm'r
s = 4.43x10r?

6r ^ 2.365
i t Lr eA/n = 3.84xldt I 3.?1xl0t?

= 3.84!10t8 t 9.?%

MearMDLi-0.065
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TABLE 5. RSF VALUES CALCUIATED FOR sFs MATRJX AND MINIMITM
DETECTION LMITS FORItAu MPLANTED IN CHALCOPYRITE

355

RSF MDL Sputter Beam
(crn') (ppnrr) Rate (fue) Crneot (rA)

5Fe Matrix
Countd

I

I

2

2

2

2

2

2

5.39x10rt

5.70x10t8

2.99rl0rt

2.94xl0ta

3.1 lx1018

3.MxlOtt

2,51x10t8

2.54x10r8

0.062

0.054

0. t59

0.187

0.178

0.166

0.uE

0. l lE

3E.0

31,5

35.6

35.1

28.9

t6,2

35.0

36.0

2.l6xl6

2.22x16

2.S?rJe

2.Mxld

2.52;J6

2.56xld

2.89xld

2,9bld

397

386

N

NI

lms

M

391

391

Mean RSF valuo for 8 analyses i - 3.69xl0rt cmi
s : l.29xl0r8

lxr = 2.365
i t Lr sA,fn = 3.69r1d8 t l.lox10r8

= 3.69x10r8 *.29.2%

MesuMDLt=0.130

to''

o . o o . E t . o

DEPTH (nlcnometnes)

Frc. 3. Typical depth-profile for tepi implanted in pyrrhotite.

ro
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TABLE 6. RSF VALUES CALCULATED FoR sFe MATRD( AND MINIMT M
DETECTION UMITS FOR ISPI IMPLANTED IN PENTI.ANDITE

Sesion RSF MDL Sputts( Bsm sFe Matrir
(c-1 GpEw) Rs!e(fu8) Cumt (nA) Cmas

390

3El

N3

,106

4 l l

,l0E

Meao RSF value for 6 analyses i = 9.21x10rE cm'3
s = 3.35rl0rE

6r - 2.571;i t Lr aA/n = 9.21r10n t 3.51r10r.
- 9.21!10rE I 3896

MeoMDLt:0.026

TABLE ?. RSF VALUES CALCULATED FoR $Fs MATRD( AND MINIMI'M
DETECTION LIMITS FOR I95R IMPLANTED IN PTRRI{OTTE

S€ssiotr MDL Sputtef B€aIn sFe M8rix

t

1

2

2

2

2

1.24xl0te 0.065 59.0

1.39x10re 0,033 58.9

S.fixlOrt 0.01E 55.1

8.2kl0rE 0.013 51,0

7.Olxl0rt 0.013 49.8

8.61x10r8 0.013 49.E

6.65110

7.6Erld

7,42116

1.2lxld

l.09xld

r.30xld

RSF
(cn') (ppmp) Rate (&g) C\lrr6t (!A) Couats

I

I

I

1

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

6

6

6

6

l.?sxlore 0.001 42.6

l.94xl0!e 0.011 42,1

l.&rrlore 0.012 34.6

l.80xl0re 0.012 37.3

l.25x10rt 0.013 47.6

1.29r10!e 0.m9 n.7

I.60rl0re 0.lll 34.6

l.3lxlole 0.022 33.5

1.l8r10re 0.013 zO.0

l.l4rlore 0.012 39.9

l.45xl0re 0.014 32.9

2.55r10re o.o2o n,l

1.l3xl0re 0.010 4t.t

l.48rl0re 0.008 42.3

l.54rl0re 0.009 42.8

1.59r10!e 0.008 42.6

1.6lx10re 0.014 43.6

l.,l4xl0re 0.018 43.1

l.65xl0'e 0.q28 4t.6

2.65x10ts 0.q28 45.1

l.65xl0'e o.C29 50,9

1.66xl0re 0.036 49.9

4n
418

381

3.09rltF

3.30!1d

2.86xld

2.e2rrd

2.77xld

2.9?tle

l.?ilxl6

1.12xld

1.83xld

1.66x1d

l.98r1d

2,27rld

22oxle

2.99rld

3.l3xrd

t.?2xl6

3.l5xtd

2.89rld

l.l8rld

l.65xld

1.06rld

9.78xlS

354

4t7

415

359

288

4r4

M

419

423

4m

42,

42

437

453

u7
4 l l

4u
3n
393

Ma RSF valus for 22 onalyses i = l.51x10re cm'3
s - 4.19xl0rE

rcr - 2.080
i t (.1 e(/n - 1.51x1d, * l,86rl0rE

: l.sl!l0n * 12.3%

MmMDLt = 0.O20
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TABLE 8. RSF VALIJES CALCULATED FOR SFo MATRD( AND MINIMUM
DETECTION LIMTTS FOR '9Pt IMPIJ}ITED IN CHALCOPYRITE

357

RSF MDL
(dfl (ppmw)

Sputter B€attr sFs Matrix
Rsto (fuO Cur€ot (nA) Counts

I

I

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

l.54Xlott

l.50rl0re

l.ltxt0rt

1. l4rl0re

8.49xl0rt

l.nxl0te

l.50xlOte

l.52x10te

l.50xlOre

1.29rl0re

l.43xl0re

l.38xl0re

l.46x10tt

1,3lx1Ore

1.54x1Ote

l.milore

l.firl0r'

l.31xl0te

0.013

0.011

0.014

0.013

0.012

0.0u

0.009

0.008

0.010

0.009

0.0u

0.010

0.017

0.020

0.01t

0.016

0.020

0.o20

50.5

50.8

r$.0

99.9

4t.l

41.5

4 l . l

4.4

52.2

51.9

6,7

45.6

63.6

51.1

50.6

75.1

53.8

54,9

5.79xld

5.92xld

l.83xld

l.661ld

l.92xld

2,78xld

4.34xld

4.85xld

5.38rld

4,r2l-le

4.8611d

4.65xld

l.9xld

1.6Oxrd

1.7Exld

l.55xld

1.6?rld

r.5Orld

4r7

418

414

N9

49

463

M

44

455

451

453

449

533

82

398

395

M2

395

Mean RSF valus for 18 malyses i E 1.35xl0re cm'r
s = 2.0111018

qFr = 2.110;i t Lr gA/n r l.35rl0re + l.oort0rg
= t.g'rt0te !7.4%

MeanMDLi=0.013

Chryssoulis 1990, Chryssoulis 1990).
The results of the RSF calculations for le7Au

implanted in pyrite are presented in Table 3, and a
typical depth-profile is shown in Figure 2. The error
calculations for this and all subsequent sets of data are
given at the 95Vo confidence level assuming a nonnal
disftibution of data points. The minimum detection-
limit in parts per milliea by weigbt, is given for
each depth-profile, with rin average value of 0.242 x
20.2Vo ppmw Au being calculated for the enthe set
of samples. Similafly, an average RSF value of
2.67 x l}re cm-3 x. l2.0%o was also calculated for the
entire set of data. The sputter rate and beam current are
also given in Table 3. The ratio of sputter rate to beam
current is a usefirl parameter to cross-check the validity
of the profilometer measurements; it was found to be
constant for both within and between sessions. The fact

that the ratios axe all similar strongly suggests that the
data acquired over the five different sessions are com-
parable. In a similar manner, the RSF values for 1e7Au
implanted in pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite are suuuna-
rized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The depth profiles
for these minerals are similar to that for pyrite (Frg. 2).

The RSF values for le8pg implanted in penflandite,
pynhotite, and chalcopyrite af,e summarized in
Tables 6,7, and 8, respectively. A typical depth-profile
from this set of data is shown in Figure 3.

DrscussloN

The RSF values and minimum limits of detection of
Au and Pt in the various sulfide minerals studied axe
shown in Table 9. The variation in reproducibility is
due to subtle differences in experimental conditions
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TABLE 9. SUMMARY OF I'AU AND 'SPt RSF VALUES AND MIMINUM DETECTION
LMITS FOR SULFIDE MINERAIS STT'DIED

Chalcopyri!e Pyrrhotite Pentlandite Pyrite

ttAuRSF 3.69xlattx29.27o

tsPtRSF l.35xl0tet7.4%

'eAu MDL O.130lc32.8%

rsPi MDL 0.013115.3%

3.84x1018t9.7% - 2.67x|otetl2.O%

1.51x10'et 12.3 % 9.2lxlorEt38.1%

0.0f,5t59.2%

0.020a50.0%

0.223!.15.2%

0.026184.8%

No!e: RSF in cm'r cdculated for $Fe matrix, and MDL in ppmw

between sessions. The RSF values for 1e7Au and leElt

vary within abott xJSVo for most of the implant
standards, except for lqAu in chalcopyrite and le8lt in
pentlandite. The reason(s) for poorer reproducibility
in the latter two examples is not readily apparent, but
may be related to imperfections in these particular
standards. These imperfections may be a poor polished
surface, or the presence of fine inclusions of another
mineral, such as pyrrhotite. The fact that fewer experi-
mental runs were performed on these samples also
contributes to larger uncertainties in the RSF values.
However, as mentioned above, instumental conditions
for individual sessions play a role in the determination
of RSF values. For sxamFle, the lez4o RSF is 2.847 x
1018 cm-3 x.9.6Vo for chalcopyrite in session 2, may
be compared with the value from all sessions of
3.69 x 1018 cma x,29.2%o.

Part of the contribution to the background of a SIMS
depth profile is tle inherent precious-metal bulk
concentration in the chosen sulfide mineral. This is
used to estimate the minimum detection-limit (I\DL).
As can be seen from Table 1, these backgrounds range
from about 2 to 161 ppbw. Greater recorded counts for
tle background must be attributed to experimental
conditions during a particular analytical session, such
as accumulated contamination on the immenion lens
and cover plate (memory effects), which can occur as a
result of previous analyses of Au- or ft-coated speci-
mens, or specimens rich in Au or Pt. Ions originating
from the crater walls also increase the MDL for an
ion-implanted sample. Experimentally obtained back-
ground-levels below (as well as above) those deler-
mined by bulk analyses may be due to inhomogeneous
distribution of these trace metals in the sulfides. In any
case. it is essential to determine the MDL for each
analytical session that involves analyses of minerals,
especially those with compositions below one ppmw.

Table 9 contains an interesting result for the lqAu

RSF values: they are about one order of magnitude
lower for chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite compared to

pyrite. Considering the chemical similarities of the
matrices involved, it is interesting to speculate why this
behavior occurs. Recognizing that the.emission of
secondary ions is sensitive to the presence of electo-
positive or elecfionegative species at the sample's
sputtered surface, an important trend in the mineral
matrices is observed. Iryrite (66.6 at.Vo S) has more of
the strongly electronegative S species than pyrrhotite
(53.3 at.7o S) or chalcopyrite (50 at.Vo S). The presence
of a larger quantity of elecfionegative species in the
sample may reduce the likelihood that sputtered Au can
retain an extra electron and be emitted as Au-. A
calculation of the ratio of the peak secondary Au ion
counts to the peak Au concenffation normalized to
the beam current showed this to be true. For pyrite, the
average value over all the experiments was calculated
n be 5.67 x 10-17 x.20.9%o Gn units of counts cm3
atoms-r nA-l), whereas for pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite,
average values of 7.81 x 10-17 x.7.45Vo and 1.13 x
10-16 t l5.6Vo were calculated, respectively. This
phenomenon may also explain why the le8lt RSF
values do not vary that much in chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite
andpentlandite (47 at.Vo S).
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